AUBERGE DU SOUS BOIS
Stéphane Billon
Your Logis
The "Auberge du Sous-Bois" is housed in a typical
Brittany-style building in the midst of large wooded
grounds with maritime pines. Open all year round,
the hotel is just on the edge of the village of
Erdeven, close to all the shops and within easy
reach of fine sandy beaches and a range of hiking
routes. The hotel is also ideally located for
discovering the key tourist sites of southern
Brittany, such as Carnac (8km), Quiberon
peninsula (6km) and the Ria d'Etel (4km). Our
guestrooms are all very comfortable and offer a
soothing and bright interior design and are all
equipped with double or twin beds with duvets, a
fully-renovated spacious bathroom with WC, bath
or shower, hair dryer. Each room also boasts an
LCD TV with all main European satellite channels,
telephone and free WiFi. The hotel's restaurant is
open in the evenings and is reserved solely for
hotel guests. Our carefully-prepared, inventive
dishes offer the very best of the sea and the land.
Our menus are extremely varied, balanced and
totally in tune with the seasonal offerings from local
markets. Make the most of our pleasant terrace bar
prior to taking a seat to enjoy our regional
specialities.

We welcome you in
Information :
Rue Nationale.
56410 ERDEVEN
Phone : +33 (0) 2.97.55.66.10
Fax : +33 (0) 2.97.55.68.82
contact@auberge-erdeven.fr
http://www.auberge-erdeven.fr

Activities and hobbies
Long beaches (including one for naturists), the
forest, hiking routes, dolmen and menhir standing
stones. Also chapels and crucifixes, fountains,
manor houses, windmills... the Ria d'Etel, an inland
sea, the golf course, tennis, horse-riding .... and
why not a spot of rest!

Home

Rates
20 Room(s)

Animals allowed in
rooms

Room
from 52 to 105 EUR

Child special
12 EUR

Se renseigner
auprès de l'hôtel.

Animals allowed in
restaurant

Breakfast
from 5 to 8 EUR

Half board
from 53.5 to 82
EUR

Menu
24 EUR

Business Stopovers
67 EUR

Facilities and leisure

Feeling like ...

AUBERGE DU SOUS BOIS
Stéphane Billon

More activities

How to get there?

GPS

Take the N165-E60 Nantes-Brest express road.
Between Vannes and Lorient, leave the road at
Auray, and follow signs to Carnac-Quiberon via
the D768. At Plouharnel (11km) turn right to
Erdeven on the D781. Cross Erdeven (6km),
and continue as far as the Auberge du
Sous-bois (0.7km).

Longitude : -3.161
Latitude : 47.648

